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Red Hat Linux Security and OptimizationRed Hat, 2001
Your Official Red Hat® Linux® Guide to Security and Optimization Reviewed and approved by the experts at Red Hat, this comprehensive guide delivers the know-how you need to improve the performance of your Red Hat Linux system—and protect it from attacks and break-ins. Red Hat Linux expert Mohammed Kabir starts by...
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Cisco Network Professional's Advanced Internetworking GuideSybex, 2009
Ideal for any IT professional who uses Cisco technologies on a daily basis, or anyone who is preparing for their Cisco Certified Network Professional (CCNP) certification.
    The topics covered will be more in depth than other introductory-level books of similar topics, and will span from layer 2 technologies such as switching, STP,...
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Top-Down Network Design Second EditionCisco Press, 2004
op-Down Network Design, Second Edition, is a practical and comprehensive guide to designing enterprise networks that are reliable, secure, and manageable. Using illustrations and real-world examples, it teaches a systematic method for network design that can be applied to campus LANs, remote-access networks, WAN...
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CCNA Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide, 4th Edition (640-801)Sybex, 2003
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's    revised CCNA exam, 640-801. This new edition of the best-selling CCNA    Study Guide provides:
	In-depth coverage of every CCNA    exam objective    
	Practical information on Cisco internetworking    solutions    

...
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Planning for Survivable NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Keep your network safe from security disasters with a dependable recovery strategy
Companies are finally learning that a network disaster recovery plan is mandatory in these times, and they must be prepared to make difficult choices about network security.      

In the information-packed pages of this book, Annlee Hines shares her...
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CISCO TCP/IP Routing Professional Reference, Revised and ExpandedMcGraw-Hill, 1998
An absolute gem of a reference guide, Cisco TCP/IP Routing Professional Reference brings the empyreal realm of routers and protocols solidly to earth. The author provides excellent analogies coupled with practical tips, making this book suitable for those new to the strange terrain of Cisco routers and TCP/IP networking as well as for the...
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Faster Smarter Network+ CertificationMicrosoft Press, 2003
Take the next step in your career by earning your CompTIA Network+ certification the faster, smarter way. This innovative, high-energy guide makes the most of your study time by teaching exactly what you need for the Network+ exam. You get focused, no-fluff coverage of exam objectives—plus Test Smart tips, a rigorous cram-and-review...
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CCNA: Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide, 5th Edition (640-801)Sybex, 2005
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's CCNA exam, 640-801.
    This Study Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's Cisco certification candidates. In addition to the engaging and accessible instructional approach that has earned author Todd Lammle the "Best Study Guide Author" award in...
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CCDA Exam Certification Guide (CCDA Self-Study, 640-861), Second EditionCisco Press, 2003
Every partner company of Cisco Systems needs a number of Cisco-certified people on its staff. While the basic Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA) exam will satisfy basic Cisco requirements, the Cisco Certified Design Associate (CCDA) indicates more rigorous training and greater capability. Job applicants with CCDAs will outshine CCNAs every...
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CCIE Routing and Switching v4.0 Quick ReferenceCisco Press, 2010

	Cisco CCIE Routing and Switching certifies expert-level knowledge of networking across various LAN and WAN interfaces and a variety of routers and switches. The CCIE certification is both the most difficult and the most prestigious certification available from Cisco. In fact, the CCIE certification has received numerous awards from computing...
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LPIC Prep Kit 101 General Linux I (Exam Guide)Que, 2000
The Linux Level I Exam Guide prepares you to pass the Linux Level I exam. The tutorial text is strictly exam-related and flows with minimal interruption, covering all necessary objectives for the exam. Study aids begin with the Chapter Opener to ready you for learning. To help you fully understand the topic, visual cues are used liberally...
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High-Speed Cisco Networks: Planning, Design, and ImplementationAuerbach Publications, 2001
Cisco's routers, hubs, and switches are the core of both the Internet and today's high-speed networks. To make sure you design the right high-speed network for your needs, you need High-Speed Cisco Networks. This book shows you how to:  o	Sell advanced LAN/WAN technology and its benefits to upper management  o	Make your department more productive...
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